
Powerhouse Sale Frequently Asked Questions (and Answers) Part 2 

 

1 - Why is the board pursuing this sale now?  

 

Selling the Powerhouse has been on the radar for many years. However, the 

numbers did not “pencil out.” In other words, given the value of the property 

during those years, selling it did not make financial sense.  

 

The combination of higher real estate prices and the departure of the most 

recent tenant, at the beginning of March 2022, presented an opportunity to 

reexamine this issue once again. This time the sale does make financial sense.  

 

2 - How much income have we been making on the Powerhouse as a rental? 

How does that compare to the income we would be generating from 

investments?  

 

We have high confidence that the invested proceeds would exceed the typical 

rental income.  

 

Estimates from real estate professionals put the sale price of the Powerhouse at 

between $2.5 and $3 million. Of this, the goal is to place at least $2 million in an 

investment fund. Financial advisors estimate that $2 million, conservatively 

invested, is likely to generate an average of 5% per year, or $100,000.  

 

In contrast, our average net rental income during the past four fiscal years has 

been just under $74,000. That’s equal to an interest rate of 3.7% on $2 million.  

 

So by selling the property and investing the proceeds, Mishkon would come out 

ahead by about $26,000 per year.  

 

For reference, over the 15 years through March 2021, benchmark returns for 

investment funds have averaged 7.1% and been as high as 28.1% in an 

individual year. At no time during this period were they as low as 3.7%.  

 

3 - Which repairs and maintenance are prioritized?  

 

Based on a study conducted a few years ago, the roof, bathrooms, sanctuary 

chairs, repainting, and installation of an elevator are among the repair, 

maintenance, and upgrade projects under consideration. 

 

Once the sale is complete and other funds are deducted, including sale 

expenses and a reserve contingency fund (see below), the Buildings and 

Grounds committee will review, update, and prioritize to best fit the budget and 

needs.   



4 - What is the reserve contingency fund? How will that work?  

 

In addition to funds being invested and funds spent on repairs and upgrades, a 

portion of the sale proceeds will be placed in a reserve contingency fund. This 

fund is designed to help bridge cyclical, short-term cash-flow issues and to be 

replenished as revenue comes in.  

 

This sort of fund is common at many nonprofits whose revenue is concentrated 

at certain times of the fiscal year and slack at other times.  

 

Mishkon is one such nonprofit. It receives the bulk of its revenue in the first 

financial quarter (July-September) through dues and High Holy Days donations. 

Smaller revenue streams come through other fundraising opportunities, such as 

the year-end appeal and the annual gala.  

 

As a result of these cyclical revenue streams, it is routine for nonprofits like 

Mishkon to have shortfalls during leaner months. Over the years, Mishkon has 

covered these shortfalls with short-term bridge loans from generous donors, 

which are paid off as cash comes in.  

 

This contingency fund would be new for Mishkon. Having this fund will help 

Mishkon to manage these periods more efficiently.  

 

5 - How will the fund managers be chosen? Who is responsible for choosing 

them?  

 

A standing committee of the board will interview at least three professional asset 

management firms, select the firm, and oversee the fund’s management. The 

board will bear the ultimate responsibility. 

  

6 - How will the board prevent the operating budget from being dramatically 

affected in case the investment portfolio return is negative? How will these funds 

be protected in case of potential large short-term needs?  

 

An independent oversight committee of qualified Mishkon members (and/or 

others) will establish guidelines to protect the investment fund. The reserve 

contingency fund is designed to help bridge short-term needs.  

  

7 - What is the long-term plan for Mishkon? In other words, what are the 

prospects for growth, and might the shul be better off downsizing?  

 

The rabbi has said that it may be three years before we reach the “new normal” 

of rebuilt membership and a fully operational preschool and religious school. In 

the meantime, we need to take care of the building and have a stable source 



of financing toward building that future.  

 

8 - Wouldn’t it be better for Mishkon to sell the main building rather than the 

Powerhouse?  

 

No. The Powerhouse is much too small for our needs that include a sanctuary, 

office space, rooms for preschool and religious school, and a social hall. 

 

9 - “It does not make sense to sell the Powerhouse and lose a valuable asset. I 

have lived near Main Street for decades and know that real estate in the 

neighborhood can be very successful. The reason the Powerhouse has not 

brought in decent rental income to date is that Mishkon has not managed it well 

and/or found a good realtor to find the right tenant.”  

 

Mishkon is a synagogue, not a property management company. We don’t have 

the staff or volunteer resources to manage a rental property on a full-time basis. 

 

Real estate professionals have advised that the most viable category of tenant 

for this property is a restaurant. However, the restaurant industry can be hit-or-

miss; restaurants have an annual first-year failure rate of around 30%. We 

thought that we had minimized this risk by taking on an experienced restaurant 

operator as the most recent tenant, but that also proved unsuccessful.  

 

Mishkon needs steady income, and we are better off minimizing our risk by 

exchanging one asset — real estate with potentially higher reward albeit 

significantly higher risk — for another asset, a financial one yielding a steady and 

almost-guaranteed return on our investment. 

 

10 - Why not tear down the Powerhouse building and build parking instead? This 

would solve Mishkon’s parking problems and generate income from outside 

parking revenue.  

 

Even if allowed under historic preservation laws, tearing down the Powerhouse 

building to build a parking lot (or for any other purpose) would not be to 

Mishkon’s advantage.  

 

● For the many years of planning, zoning, permits and construction, the 

property would generate no income.  

● The cost of constructing a new parking garage would be prohibitive. 

● As a synagogue, we have no expertise in any of the needed skills.  

 

As for parking specifically, given the small footprint of the Powerhouse lot, even 

a multi-story garage would yield minimal revenue compared to the costs of 

construction. Underground parking is not an option for many reasons. 


